The Three Body Problem

Soon to be a Netflix Original Series!

The War of the Worlds for the 21st century... packed with a sense of wonder.

The great Calculor of Libris was forced to watch as Overmayor Zarvora had four of its components lined up against a wall and shot for negligence. Thereafter, its calculations were free from errors, and that was just as well — for only this strangest of calculating machines and its two thousand enslaved components could save the world from a new ice age. And all the while a faint mirrorsun hangs in the sky, ridding with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.

The Clockwork Rocket

Ken Liu 2019-02-19 Broken Stars, edited by multi award-winning writer Ken Liu—translator of the bestselling and Hugo Award-winning novel The Three Body Problem by acclaimed Chinese author Cixin Liu—is his very first sf short story collection. In these stories, Ken Liu—a multi-award-winning science fiction writer, translator, and editor—takes the world of SF a step further, with stories that are big and inventive, epic and surprising, and contain the undercurrents and perspectives of the twenty-first century.

The Man of Forty Crowns

The Man of Forty Crowns

Cixin Liu 2019-07-01 In The Three Body Problem, the New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of The Three-Body Problem, comes a vision of the future that reads like Lord of the Flies on a spaceship. The Three-Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with aliens. An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.

The Three-Body Problem

Cixin Liu 2016-09-20 Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! "The War of the Worlds for the 21st century... packed with a sense of wonder." — Wall Street Journal The New York Times bestselling conclusion to a tour de force of speculative fiction that won the Hugo Award. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.

The Clockwork Rocket

Ken Liu 2019-02-19 Broken Stars, edited by multi award-winning writer Ken Liu—translator of the bestselling and Hugo Award-winning novel The Three Body Problem by acclaimed Chinese author Cixin Liu—is his very first sf short story collection. In these stories, Ken Liu—a multi-award-winning science fiction writer, translator, and editor—takes the world of SF a step further, with stories that are big and inventive, epic and surprising, and contain the undercurrents and perspectives of the twenty-first century.

The Man of Forty Crowns

Cixin Liu 2019-07-01 In The Three Body Problem, the New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of The Three-Body Problem, comes a vision of the future that reads like Lord of the Flies on a spaceship. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.

The Three-Body Problem

Cixin Liu 2016-09-20 Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! "The War of the Worlds for the 21st century... packed with a sense of wonder." — Wall Street Journal The New York Times bestselling conclusion to a tour de force of speculative fiction that won the Hugo Award. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.
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Ken Liu 2019-02-19 Broken Stars, edited by multi award-winning writer Ken Liu—translator of the bestselling and Hugo Award-winning novel The Three Body Problem by acclaimed Chinese author Cixin Liu—is his very first sf short story collection. In these stories, Ken Liu—a multi-award-winning science fiction writer, translator, and editor—takes the world of SF a step further, with stories that are big and inventive, epic and surprising, and contain the undercurrents and perspectives of the twenty-first century.
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Cixin Liu 2019-07-01 In The Three Body Problem, the New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of The Three-Body Problem, comes a vision of the future that reads like Lord of the Flies on a spaceship. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agrees to work for the Trisolarans. But as the First Fleet approaches Earth, Yun decides during Earth’s last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction fans will enjoy.
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Cixin Liu 2016-09-20 Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! "The War of the Worlds for the 21st century... packed with a sense of wonder." — Wall Street Journal The New York Times bestselling conclusion to a tour de force of speculative fiction that won the Hugo Award. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. The Three Body Problem—An alien civilization colonizes space with signals that instruct spaceships how to connect with contact with alien beings. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of human civilization. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life, just to hide himself from God and launch himself into space where the Trisolaran First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun eventually breaks and agree...
Strange Attractors
Charles Soule 2017-06-14 Writer Charles Soule (Daredevil, Poe Dameron) and illustrator Greg Scott come together for a science-fiction tale of the ties that bind New York City. Dr. Spencer Brownfield, a disgraced former professor, believes a series of catastrophic events are coming to New York City, and someone has to keep the city safe after he’s gone. Enter Heller Wilson, a brilliant mathematics student who discovers that his ailing (perhaps insane) mentor has been saving New York City from societal collapse by a series of “adjustments” in the butterfly effect. But now, all signs point toward an impending disaster. Can Wilson take what little he’s learned and save the city in time? Collects the complete series. Includes the never-before-collected short story “Antithesis,” illustrated by Soo Lee (Liquid City). “...a fascinating well-researched look beyond the concrete...” - Newsarama